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Partnership
Invitation
Dear Prospective Partner,
It is with immense pleasure and excitement that I invite you to partner with the New South Wales Medical
Students' Council (NSWMSC), the peak representative student-run body for all of NSW and the ACT’s 6,000
medical students. Since NSWMSC’s inception in 2008, our vision has always been to connect, advise, and
advocate on behalf of all students from the nine medical schools of NSW/ACT.
The global COVID-19 pandemic presented many unprecedented challenges for not only NSWMSC, but the
broader community as a whole. While 2020 was a year filled with adversity, it was also an opportunity for
commitment and growth towards fulfilling our vision for NSWMSC. This culminated in the development of
the Assistant in Medicine (AIM) program, support letters for stranded international students, and an
inaugural online internship social night. The success of these programs highlighted the importance of
NSWMSC in advocating for medical students at various stages of their training. However, none of this was
achieved without the generous support of our sponsors.
Therefore, we invite your organisation to partner with NSWMSC in 2021, where you will have unparalleled
exposure to the healthcare professionals, educators, and leaders of tomorrow. This year, with the aim of
providing COVID-safe in person events, we will be holding our inaugural NSWMSC conference 2021 for 500
students – which combines many of our previous events into one weekend. Components of this conference
include a modified Journeys in Medicine themed day – to inspire students to forge unique career pathway
in medicine, upskilling events and networking events with prominent clinician-researchers, and
presentations from invited leaders of the medical world. The Emergency Medicine Challenge, will continue
to enable more than 100 medical students to advance their interests and skills in critical care. The NSWMSC
Sports Day is also a returning feature, which attracts over 450 students to compete in social sports in a
friendly competition.
As the only NSW inter-university medical society, we believe that partnership with NSWMSC will create
significant value for your organisation through our strong promotional networks across 9 universities,
unique niche events, and digital platforms. Our selection of curated events enables targeted, specific
promotion to an audience of your choosing. In this prospectus, we have outlined event-specific and global
sponsorship packages for your convenience. Please do not hesitate to contact me regarding any questions,
and I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

Adrian Siu
NSWMSC Sponsorship Officer 2021
P: (+61) 410 629 889 | E: sponsorship@nswmsc.org.au
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President's
Address
Dear Prospective Partner,
Thank you for your kind consideration of support for the New South Wales Medical Students’
Council (NSWMSC). For the last seven years, NSWMSC has provided representation, opportunity,
and support to 6000 medical students studying in NSW and the ACT. It is only with the generous
support of organisations such as yours that NSWMSC can continue to enrich the experiences of
medical students studying across nine universities.
In 2021, as COVID-19 continues to impact interstate travel, event viability, and student experience,
NSWMSC’s state-based offerings represent an excellent opportunity to connect with students
across a wide array of engaging, unique, and vibrant events.
Your support also enables NSWMSC’s extensive advocacy efforts, spanning from medical student
participation in the health response to COVID-19, to health and wellbeing initiatives and our
support of each university’s medical society. Our councillors represent medical students to a
number of prominent stakeholders including the NSW Ministry of Health, the Health Education and
Training Institute (HETI), and the Australian Medical Association.
NSWMSC’s members represent the medical practitioners, leaders, and pioneers of tomorrow. With
your partnership, we hope to provide our students with outstanding events, support, and
representation, while providing your organisation with meaningful promotion and connection
opportunities.

Best wishes,

Isaac Wade
NSWMSC President 2021
P: (+61) 481 555 169 | E: president@nswmsc.org.au
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EVENTS
OUTLINE
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ACADEMIC EVENTS
STATE-WIDE EMERGENCY
MEDICAL CHALLENGE

NSWMSC COUNCILS
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NSWMSC CONFERENCE 2021

NETWORKING
EVENTS
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PRE-INTERNSHIP
SOCIAL NIGHT

CRUISE
COCKTAIL
DATE: MARCH/APRIL
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PROJECTS
OUTLINE
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NSWMSC INTERNSHIP
APPLICATION GROUP

NSWMSC INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS SUPPORT GROUP (ISG)
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PUBLICITY
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NSWMSC PUBLICITY
SOCIAL MEDIA STATISTICS

SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY

PUBLICATIONS
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NSWMSC ADVOCACY
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PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS
ACADEMIC
EVENT PARTNER

SOCIAL EVENT
PARTNER

$1500

$1000

Event Stall with designated time
for delegates to attend
10-minute address to attendees
Large logo on all advertisements
and distributed materials including
social media posts and event
programs
Half page feature in delegation
handbook
Mention of sponsorship at
beginning and end of event
Banner placement
Snapchat filter with sponsor logo

Banner
10-minute address to attendees
Mention of sponsorship at
beginning and end of event
Large logo on all advertisements
and distributed materials
including social media posts and
event tickets
Snapchat filter with Sponsor
logo
Additional option to sponsor
event photo-booth for exclusive
logo placement

PROJECTS
PARTNER

SOCIAL MEDIA
PARTNER

$1000

$500

Access to NSWMSC Internship
Support Group Facebook Page for
communications to Final Year
Students
Access to NSWMSC PreInternship event with stall +
banner placement

Access to TWO social media
posts on all our platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and Website)
Access to NSWMSC’s Weekly
Bulletin pinned at the top of our
social media and website
Prominent logo placement on
the official NSWMSC website

COUNCIL
PARTNER

PUBLICATIONS
PARTNER

$500

$300

15-minute address to members
of our council, including medsoc presidents, representatives,
and executive members, as well
as general members.
Banner placement
Opportunity to discuss further scope
of sponsorship according to sponsor's
needs. E.g. running of workshop

Full Page Feature in NSWMSC
Annual publication - RUBIX to
be distributed in print and
online to over 700 students
Contribution of pieces to
NSWMSC’s blog and "Feature
Friday" posts.
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SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGES
SILVER Package
PRICE: $3000
EVENTS
NSWMSC Conference 2021
NSWMSC Councils
Pre-internship Social Night

GOLD Package
PRICE: $4500
EVENTS
NSWMSC Conference 2021
NSWMSC Councils
Emergency Medical Challenge
Sports' Day
NSW International Students' Social
Pre-internship Social Night

MARKETING

MARKETING

Access to unlimited social media

Access to unlimited social media

event posts and TWO social media

event posts and FOUR social media

posts (Facebook, Twitter, and

posts (Facebook, Twitter, and

Instagram) to promote your brand

Instagram) to promote your brand

Logo placement on the official

Prominent logo placement on the

NSWMSC website

official NSWMSC website

Be an addition to NSWMSC Weekly

Be a prominent addition to NSWMSC

Bulletins on Facebook, Instagram,

Weekly Bulletins on Facebook,

and our website

Instagram, and our website

PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS

Full page feature in NSWMSC’s

TWO Full Page Feature in NSWMSC’s

annual publication - RUBIX to be

annual publication - RUBIX to be

distributed in print and online to over

distributed in print and online to over 700

700 students

students

Able to contribute pieces to

Able to contribute pieces to NSWMSC’s

NSWMSC’s blog and "Feature Friday"

blog and "Feature Friday" pos

posts.
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Thank you for
your partnership
The 2021 NSWMSC team would like to thank you for
taking the time to consider becoming involved with our
organisation.
NSWMSC believes that we offer a fantastic value-formoney partnership, to easily access students through a
relatable platform, and the team will endeavour to work
closely with you in order to ensure your goals and
targets are met.
To discuss your involvement as a partner with the
NSWMSC or for more information, please don't hesitate
to contact us!
Adrian Siu
NSWMSC Sponsorship Officer 2022
E: sponsorship@nswmsc.org.au
P: (+61) 410 629 889

Isaac Wade
NSWMSC President 2021
E: president@nswmsc.org.au
P: (+61) 481 555 169
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